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Kelly Wearstler is the ultimate trendsetter in interior design. Hue by Kelly Wearstler builds upon the

success of her first monograph, Modern Glamour, and includes recent, unpublished projects,

including her home in Beverly Hills, celebrity residential projects, as well as some of her latest hotel

projects. Hue celebrates the power of color in Kelly's work and the possibilities of color in interior

design and decorating. A must-have for amateurs and professionals seeking design inspiration from

America's top interior designer.
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I bought this book b/c of all the rave reviews bloggers gave it. While I am not impressed with this

book, I do not hate it. I would NEVER incorporate any of Kelly's decor into my own home b/c (a) I

could never pull it off and (b) my home would look like it is storing mismatched furniture from craigs

list and vintage stores. The book is ok IMO. It looks pretty sitting on my coffee table, but that's about

it.

It's art. She assembles spaces with wild colors and clashing design but it works. The same

materials in anyone else's hands would be hideous but in hers it's harmony. I can't explain it but it's

inspirational. When all is wrong, you see something like this and think "someone made sense of

this. someone found beauty in this madness".



It's not that I dislike this book-- although it is all pictures and practically no text-- it's that the last 2

design books I received from  were mini sized! Unacceptable! And impossible to know when you're

ordering! I sent it back. I love Kelly's work & her other books -- but this small size made it impossible

to enjoy.

Pretty book, very feminine and mostly about designer herself and not interior design, you can do

better, also make sure you read other reviews, it depends what you want.

Beautiful book from a woman with an amazing approach to design which is fresh and innovative. I

own all of her design books and find inspiration whenever I look at them. Highly recommended for

those who like their interior design on the cutting edge! Kelly is about eclecticism, collections, drama

and fantasy. This is not a how to book, but it is instructional if you want to see what can happen

when one frees herself from the mundane and embraces the exotic...love you Kelly!

Way out decorating which I found difficult to relate to in any practical or real way. Her style is

different and that is very refreshing.

Beautiful book. Kelly's designs are inspiring.
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